Objective:  
To help students continue learning at home during the COVID-19 pandemic

School Name: AP Balayogi Gurukulam, Pathapatnam, A.P

Steps Undertaken:

- Make a WhatsApp group with school faculty, parents, volunteers from community.
- Create a list of resources that will be needed for students to continue learning at homes
- Identify people from the local community willing to help
- Assign responsibility to teachers, volunteers, community members
- Coordinate/support students and parents with regular communication

Impact:

- WhatsApp Group connected school staff with students & parents.
- Duties were easily assigned that ensured accountability
- Outreach strategies helped increase the no. of students from 150 to 400 who continued learning
Brainstorm a list of cultural activities that could be done to celebrate the day
Create a list of resources that will be needed on the day
Invite parents/community members for celebrating teachers day
Help students prepare for the cultural activities & greeting cards for teachers
On the teacher's day, recognize & appreciate teachers for their hard work
Conduct cultural programme on the day
Take feedback

Teachers were left with a strong feeling of belongingness
Most of the teachers felt motivated and inspired to work even harder
Students felt more connected to schools and their teachers
Steps Undertaken

- Creation of activity room to provide exposure to student regarding various extra curricular activities like music, playing instruments, reading, dance, sports and doing experiments etc.

- Establishment of Stationery Corner to make resources readily accessible to the students and also teach them about the basics of money and transactions

- Made staffroom for lively to improve standard of work environment for teachers by supplying basic amenities (like personal lockers for the teachers, microwave etc.)

- Creation of fruit break period to improve the physical health of the students and inculcate good eating habits amongst the students

- Formation of student council to inculcate the value of leadership and democratic decision making amongst students